The Mopar name has long been emblazoned on race cars greeted by checkered flags, on boxes left over from a weekend of wrenching and on shirts belonging to the masters of your make and model. Its rich history is born not just of parts but of lifelong connections made at those tracks, garages and service bays. Mopar is with you the moment you get your new keys and for every kilometre thereafter. It helps you make your ride your own with accessories of every kind. It assures you with expert maintenance, made-for-your-model parts and Chrysler Service Contracts.
A. CHROMED BILLET ALUMINUM GRILLE INSERT. Make your grille stand out with this custom design that features chromed billet aluminum for durability and a unique diamond design.

B. PREMIUM CARPET FLOOR MATS. Custom-fit, durable, 828 ml nylon mats feature the Chrysler wing design and rubber-nibbed backing to help keep them in place. Available in Black for front, middle, and rear.

C. SUNROOF AIR DEFLECTOR. Acrylic deflector is designed to reduce the contours of your roof to reduce noise and turbulence when your vehicle is moving.

D. ALL-WEATHER MATS. Heavy-duty mats feature deep grooves to help prevent water, snow and mud from spilling onto the carpet. Rubber-nibbed backing helps keep mats in place. Available in Black for front, middle, and rear.

E. MOULDED FLAT SPLASH GUARDS. Moulded Flat Splash Guards have outstanding toughness for long-lasting durability. They offer stylish appeal, are custom-contoured and help deflect gravel, salt and other road debris. Guards are available embossed with or without the Chrysler name. Available for both front and rear. Sold in pairs.

F. DELUXE MOULDED SPLASH GUARDS. Designed to help protect your vehicle’s body panels by deflecting gravel, salt and other road debris. Available for front and rear. Rear guards feature the Chrysler name. Sold in pairs.

G. CARGO TOTE. This sturdy portable organizer featuring the Chrysler wing design can be used as a divided storage bin, forming up to four compartments. Easily collapses for convenient storage.

H. CARPET CARGO MAGIC TRAY WITH LOCKS. Fits in the third-row seating bin and offers the versatility to secure cargo of various shapes and sizes. Simply position the Velcro® anchored locks as needed.

I. FRONT-END COVER. Help protect the entire front end of your minivan from road elements with this stylish cover. Designed to not interfere with opening the hood.

J. TENT KIT. Attaches to the open liftgate of your vehicle, expanding storage and sleeping room. Stands alone if detached from your vehicle. Full rain fly, overhead storage net, inside pockets and bag included. Available in two styles.

K. FULL VEHICLE COVER. Help protect your vehicle’s finish from UV rays, dirt and other pollutants with this washable, weather-resistant heavy-duty cover. Custom-contoured cover features double-stitched seams and elasticized bottom edges at front and rear.

L. HOOD PROP KIT. Kit holds your hood open at a convenient angle to avoid interference with items that extend past the vehicle hood.

M. WHEEL LOCKS. Includes four new lug nuts and a special-fitting key to help offer maximum wheel- and tire-theft protection.

N. SPARE TIRE KIT. Who needs a tow truck when you can be your own pit crew? This kit has all the right tools to make installing a spare tire easy and convenient.

O. ROADSIDE SAFETY KIT. Designed to be a valuable asset in a roadside emergency. Kit includes safety flashlight, fleece blanket, six-gauge jumper cables, safety triangle, Flathead and Phillips screwdrivers, pliers, two bungee cords and gloves.

P. REAR FLOOR LINER. Soft Black vinyl liner covers the entire floor, or folds to cover partial floor areas. For any Stow ‘n Go® second- or third-row seating combinations. Attaches to floor hooks behind front-row seats. A heavy-duty commercial-style floor liner is also available.

(1) Properly secure all cargo.
A. ROOF BOX CARGO CARRIER. Increase the cargo capacity of your vehicle to keep up with your active lifestyle. Carrier mounts to the standard Stow N Place® Roof Rack System or Removable Roof Rack. Available in two sizes.

B. REMOVABLE ROOF RACK. When it's time for your next big adventure, these brushed aluminum bars expand your cargo-carrying capacity. Attach and detach in a flash. Compatible with all Mopar® sport and cargo carriers.

C. SIDE WINDOW AIR DEFLECTORS. Acrylic-tinted Side Window Air Deflectors follow the contours of the windows and allow them to be open, even during inclement weather.

D. MOLDED RUNNING BOARDS. Built to take a pounding, these slip-resistant surfaces help ensure safe entry and exit, especially in slush and snow. Available in select body colors.

E. FRONT AIR DEFLECTOR. Deflect road debris, dirt and insects away from your vehicle's head and windshield with this easily installed accessory.

F. FOG LIGHTS. Integrated lights help undercut inclement weather and minimize glare. Fog Lights feature production lights and switch.

G. DOOR SILL GUARDS. Designed to help protect your door sills from scratches. Brushed stainless steel guards are embossed with the Chrysler name. Sold as a set of two.

H. 17-INCH CHROME-CLAD WHEEL. This all-new wheel is banded in chrome and adds a splash of flair to this already stylish and sporty minivan. It offers a sense of design balance and is just another reason why driving this vehicle is never boring, and neither are its wheels.

I. HITCH RECEIVER. Built for the long haul, the receiver allows towing of 816 kg (1,800 lb). Hitch Ball, Ball Mount, Hitch Plug and Wiring Harness sold separately.

(1) Properly secure all cargo. (2) Sold separately. (3) Check provincial and local laws for restrictions on installation and use. (4) Check User Guide for hitch type, load capacity and heavy-duty equipment required. Do not exceed rated tow capacity of the vehicle as equipped. Trailer must be rated and equipped by Mopar.
REMOVABLE ROOF RACK (1) (SHOWN ABOVE AND ON PREVIOUS PAGE).

ROOF BOX CARGO CARRIER (1) (SHOWN ABOVE AND ON PREVIOUS PAGE).

This heavy-duty nylon carrier is weatherproof and secures to the standard Stow N Place ® Roof Rack System or Removable Roof Rack(2) with four strong adjustable tie-down straps. Easy to mount, easy to remove.

Available in two sizes.

ROOF-MOUNT CANOE CARRIER (1)

This fully adjustable carrier with locking nylon straps holds one canoe and easily mounts to the standard Stow N Place Roof Rack System or Removable Roof Rack(2) with four strong adjustable tie-down straps. Easy to mount, easy to remove.

ROOF-MOUNT WATER SPORTS CARRIER (1)

Meets all three different styles of carriers that can accommodate most kayaks, windsurfers or paddle boards. Carrier mounts to the standard Stow N Place Roof Rack System or Removable Roof Rack(2).

HITCH-MOUNT BIKE CARRIER (1)

Hitch-mount carrier comes in two-bike and four-bike styles (both fit two-inch receivers) that fold down to allow for your vehicle's liftgate to open without having to remove bikes. Features a carrying clamp, security cable and a bolt.

ROOF-MOUNT BIKE CARRIER (1)

Bike carrier allows you to easily mount your bike to your vehicle's standard Stow N Place ® Roof Rack System or Removable Roof Rack(2) and is available in two styles. The Fork-Mount star style carries bikes against the front fork of your vehicle. The Upright style carries bikes against the frame of your vehicle.

ROOF-MOUNT SKI AND SNOWBOARD CARRIER (1)

This convenient carrier holds up to six pairs of skis, four snowboards or a combination of the two. Features carriers on the outside of the carrier, with the carrier on the carrier, and features on the front of the carrier. Carrier mounts to the standard Stow N Place Roof Rack System or Removable Roof Rack(2).

1 Properly secure all cargo. 2 Sold separately.
**ADDITIONAL ACCESSORIES:** Locking Gas Cap, Master Shield® Vehicle Protection Products, Premium Vehicle-Care Products and Trailering Accessories.

**TECHNOLOGY YOU CAN’T PASS UP**

**DUAL DVD SYSTEM.** With two available rear-view DVD head units on the screens that flip down from the overhead console, two USB ports, HDMI connectivity and game console inputs, the kids (and teens) have to settle on fewer things to watch. This system can be operated from either the rear-seat entertainment unit, the wireless remote or the radio head unit. (10)

**FLAT-FLOOR REAR SEAT.** This integrated CD/DVD system has a 10-inch LCD monitor mounted behind the second- and third-row seats. Includes easy-to-read CD and DVD player and popular video game units, plus two wireless headphones and an infrared remote. The system also features a mobile TV tuner, 12-volt outlet and USB port for enhanced entertainment versatility.

**WIRELESS CHARGING PAD.** This professional-grade wireless charging pad wirelessly powers your smartphone device. Just equip your smartphone with the included cover that magnetically snaps charging to Brigade, place anywhere on the charging pad and you’re good to go. Professionally installed and authorized, charging becomes second nature every time you drive your car.

**BATTERY BLANKET.** This blanket electrically warms the battery to help extend battery life and prevent loss of starting power due to cold temperatures. 80-watt heater.

**REAR VIEW MIRROR (8) WITH BACK-UP CAMERA (9).** This system displays an audiovisual reference through your Uconnect® screen of what is behind your vehicle when driving in Reverse. It includes an overhead monitor with a view-strengthened rear-camera visual reference when in Reverse, which enhances visibility and helps you back up.

**WIRELESS HANDSFREE PHONE.** (2) Integrated into the rearview mirror, this monaural rear-camera visual reference allows for hands-free calling. It includes an overhead monitor that allows you to talk on your Bluetooth® compatible phone virtually hands-free. Call contacts in your phone’s address book just by saying their name.

**ELECTRONIC VEHICLE TRACKING SYSTEM (EVTS).** (1) It’s a fact: time is of the essence when it comes to stolen vehicle recovery. The Mopar® EVTS, powered by Guidepoint®, utilizes a nationwide state-of-the-art GPS tracking system that alerts 911 to keep track of your vehicle. The full-service system provides everything you need to recover your vehicle or enhance vehicle security. Optional upgrade plans include Emergency Service Dispatch, Security Notification, Trace Maps of Past Locations and much more. Features such as setting speed and distance parameters with text alerts, unlimited online tracking and full concierge service are also offered.

**REMOTE START.** (5) Hit the ground running with the ability to start your vehicle from a distance with the touch of a button. The system operates seamlessly with your vehicle’s factory electronic security system.

**ADJUSTABLE ACCENT LIGHTS.** (3) These LED lights mount under the dash to add a perfect amount of accent lighting to both the driver and front-passenger footwells. Eight color settings and auto-nightlight intensity lets you select the right interior ambiance.

**ADJUSTABLE SEAT BACK POSITIONER.** (4) Add comfort to your driving experience with an adjustable seat back positioner. This integrated Mopar® craftsmanship is designed to accommodate a variety of body types while increasing comfort and reducing back strain.

**DUAL DVD SYSTEM.** (1) This integrated CD/DVD system has a 10-inch LCD screen that flips down from the overhead console, two USB ports, HDMI connectivity and game console inputs. The kids and teens to settle on fewer things to watch. This system can be operated from either the rear-seat entertainment unit, the wireless remote or the radio head unit.

**FLAT-FLOOR REAR SEAT.** (2) This integrated CD/DVD system has a 10-inch LCD monitor mounted behind the second- and third-row seats. Includes easy-to-read CD and DVD player and popular video game units, plus two wireless headphones and an infrared remote. The system also features a mobile TV tuner, 12-volt outlet and USB port for enhanced entertainment versatility.

**REAR SEAT ENTERTAINMENT.** (3) This integrated CD/DVD system has a 10-inch LCD screen that flips down from the overhead console, two USB ports, HDMI connectivity and game console inputs. The kids and teens to settle on fewer things to watch. This system can be operated from either the rear-seat entertainment unit, the wireless remote or the radio head unit.

**FLAT-FLOOR REAR SEAT.** (4) This integrated CD/DVD system has a 10-inch LCD monitor mounted behind the second- and third-row seats. Includes easy-to-read CD and DVD player and popular video game units, plus two wireless headphones and an infrared remote. The system also features a mobile TV tuner, 12-volt outlet and USB port for enhanced entertainment versatility.

**STEALTH WASHED BASKET!** Great any time of the year, this stealth wiper kit adds to the foundation of an easy-to-use windshield washer kit to keep the view clear in any climate.

**HEAT PUMP** (5) This heat pump provides maximum heating and cooling efficiency for the front seats and steering wheel. It’s designed to provide a comfortable driving environment in all climates.

**ELECTRONIC SECURITY SYSTEM.** (6) This electronic security system locks your vehicle’s doors and combines with your vehicle’s factory security system to electronically lock your vehicle’s doors.

**PHONE PREPARE PACK.** (7) This is an in-vehicle, voice-activated communication system that allows you to talk on your Bluetooth® compatible phone virtually hands-free. Call contacts in your phone’s address book just by saying their name.

**TECHNOLOGY MAKES THE TRIP EASIER.** In a hurry? Hit the road and have your eyes on the road and your hands on the wheel. Mopar® Phone is an in-vehicle, voice-activated communication system that allows you to talk on your Bluetooth® compatible phone virtually hands-free! (2) Call contacts in your phone’s address book just by saying their name.

**REMOTE START.** (5) Hit the ground running with the ability to start your vehicle from a distance with the touch of a button. The system operates seamlessly with your vehicle’s factory electronic security system.

**ADJUSTABLE ACCENT LIGHTS.** (3) These LED lights mount under the dash to add a perfect amount of accent lighting to both the driver and front-passenger footwells. Eight color settings and auto-nightlight intensity lets you select the right interior ambiance.

**ADJUSTABLE SEAT BACK POSITIONER.** (4) Add comfort to your driving experience with an adjustable seat back positioner. This integrated Mopar® craftsmanship is designed to accommodate a variety of body types while increasing comfort and reducing back strain.

**DUAL DVD SYSTEM.** (1) This integrated CD/DVD system has a 10-inch LCD screen that flips down from the overhead console, two USB ports, HDMI connectivity and game console inputs. The kids and teens to settle on fewer things to watch. This system can be operated from either the rear-seat entertainment unit, the wireless remote or the radio head unit.

**FLAT-FLOOR REAR SEAT.** (2) This integrated CD/DVD system has a 10-inch LCD monitor mounted behind the second- and third-row seats. Includes easy-to-read CD and DVD player and popular video game units, plus two wireless headphones and an infrared remote. The system also features a mobile TV tuner, 12-volt outlet and USB port for enhanced entertainment versatility.

**FLAT-FLOOR REAR SEAT.** (3) This integrated CD/DVD system has a 10-inch LCD monitor mounted behind the second- and third-row seats. Includes easy-to-read CD and DVD player and popular video game units, plus two wireless headphones and an infrared remote. The system also features a mobile TV tuner, 12-volt outlet and USB port for enhanced entertainment versatility.

**ADJUSTABLE SEAT BACK POSITIONER.** (4) Add comfort to your driving experience with an adjustable seat back positioner. This integrated Mopar® craftsmanship is designed to accommodate a variety of body types while increasing comfort and reducing back strain.

**DUAL DVD SYSTEM.** (1) This integrated CD/DVD system has a 10-inch LCD screen that flips down from the overhead console, two USB ports, HDMI connectivity and game console inputs. The kids and teens to settle on fewer things to watch. This system can be operated from either the rear-seat entertainment unit, the wireless remote or the radio head unit.

**FLAT-FLOOR REAR SEAT.** (2) This integrated CD/DVD system has a 10-inch LCD monitor mounted behind the second- and third-row seats. Includes easy-to-read CD and DVD player and popular video game units, plus two wireless headphones and an infrared remote. The system also features a mobile TV tuner, 12-volt outlet and USB port for enhanced entertainment versatility.

**STEALTH WASHED BASKET!** Great any time of the year, this stealth wiper kit adds to the foundation of an easy-to-use windshield washer kit to keep the view clear in any climate.

**HEAT PUMP** (5) This heat pump provides maximum heating and cooling efficiency for the front seats and steering wheel. It’s designed to provide a comfortable driving environment in all climates.

**ELECTRONIC SECURITY SYSTEM.** (6) This electronic security system locks your vehicle’s doors and combines with your vehicle’s factory security system to electronically lock your vehicle’s doors.

**PHONE PREPARE PACK.** (7) This is an in-vehicle, voice-activated communication system that allows you to talk on your Bluetooth® compatible phone virtually hands-free! Call contacts in your phone’s address book just by saying their name.

**TECHNOLOGY MAKES THE TRIP EASIER.** In a hurry? Hit the road and have your eyes on the road and your hands on the wheel. Mopar® Phone is an in-vehicle, voice-activated communication system that allows you to talk on your Bluetooth® compatible phone virtually hands-free! (2) Call contacts in your phone’s address book just by saying their name.